《The Mysterious CEO》
198 Perfect Match!
Liu Juan, despite trying a few times, couldn't sleep. Whenever she closed her eyes, the
dark past of her life flashed in her mind, sending shivers down her spine. Now Liu
Juan had made herself very strong but she couldn't help herself when she had to face
her fear of the past few years which in turn was making her vulnerable.
In the end, she left the guest room and she went to practice her shooting skills. Xin
Chao was, as usual, the best shooter to whom no one had been able to beat yet. Liu
Juan wanted to beat him in terms of shooting skills, even though Xin Chao was a
ruthless person but he was also a person to whom Liu Juan admired the most because
of his talent.
Everyone says that Xin Chao had worked so hard and adopted all of his skills only to
save his boss.
Even though he was so childish and talkative that one could get irritated to the point
that they wanted to puke blood on Xin Chao's face, unfortunately, they couldn't from
fear of him, but when it came to saving his boss and completing the mission, his
personality changed into a demon to the point that no one could beat him.
But there was one thing which Liu Juan didn't understand if Xin Chao was so talented
then why didn't her boss consider him as the next heir of his empire like he considered
Bo Xiao and other people(Including Liu Juan)?
In fact, everyone had this question in their minds but no one knew the answer and they
didn't dare to ask.

So as of yet, this was a mystery that everyone, except her boss and Xin Chao, had no
idea about!

...
'Bang!'
'Bang!'

'Bang!'
"Damnit!" Liu Juan cursed on her incapability to shoot at point 9.9.
Well, wasn't getting point 10 the best to where everyone wanted to shoot?
Then why was Liu Juan targeting at point 9.9?
Well, the way the general population of people who looked at her would definitely
think that she must be very stupid. However, they didn't know that shooting at point
9.9 was more difficult than shooting at point 10.
Liu Juan had shot at point 10 a long time ago and now shooting at point 10 was a
child's game for her.
It had been two hours since she had started her practice, but damnit! She still wasn't
able to succeed in shooting at point 9.9.
"It's impossible to shoot what you want to!" Bo Xiao's voice came from behind.
When Bo Xiao came out of his room he saw Liu Juan was going towards the shooting
practice area and he had been watching her for the last two hours. He initially thought
she would give up like Liu Ruolan did most of the time, but he seemed to have
forgotten that Liu Juan was always different from Liu Ruolan, that was why he felt
insecure with Liu Juan and not from Liu Ruolan.
And that was exactly what Liu Juan now did. She didn't give up and seeing this, Bo
Xiao again started feeling insecure. His overwhelming feeling of insecurity was raised
up to the point that he almost forgot that he was standing here only because of her.
"There is nothing impossible in this world." Liu Juan said with determination. Her
thoughts were roaming around to try to perfect herself to the point of winning against
Xin Chao and take her big sister away. Unfortunately, Bo Xiao thoughts were trailing
in other directions i.e towards his insecurity.
"You…." Bo Xiao wanted to demotivate her so that she would give up but at that point
in time, the needle of the clock showed the time of 4 AM.
The alarm began ringing into the entire facility noting that it was now time to leave for
the mission.
Bo Xiao knew that his boss had found out about his betrayal and had currently lost all

of his trust in Bo Xiao, so this mission was very important for Bo Xiao to gain his
previous trust back from his boss.
Bo Xiao didn't waste anymore time on Liu Juan and left for his room to get ready for
the mission. Perhaps, he also didn't know that Liu Juan was also joining him in this
mission.
….
Bo Xiao was taking a shower in his bathroom.
The sound of water running from the shower was coming out.
'Click!'
Liu Ruolan came inside his room and started preparing his clothes for him.
After a few minutes, Bo Xiao came out with a towel hanging around his hips. Liu
Ruolan turned around to look at him. She instantly started drooling seeing Bo Xiao's
hot body.
Liu Ruolan knew that she liked Bo Xiao despite the fact that he was always being cold
and distant towards her, sometimes it would get to her which would hurt her heart, but
still, she couldn't help it and fell in love with him.
Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan's thoughts were the same most of the time. Both like power.
He wanted to take over the position of his boss and wanted to become the boss of all
the men. While she wanted to become the queen of Bo Xiao's heart. Furthermore, both,
Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan could betray anyone, be it his boss or her own younger sister
as long as the end result was still the same, which was to achieve their dream.
So after considering the above points, both of them were made for each other.
Unfortunately, destiny had decided something else for them.
Liu Ruolan came back to her senses and said with a sweet smile despite the fact that
she saw him frown his brows the instant he saw her "I have prepared clothes for you."
"Hmm… Now get lost!" Bo Xiao disdainfully said.
Which hurt Liu Ruolan's heart but she didn't mind it since she knew that it was her
fault.
Liu Ruolan went towards him and affectionately put her hand on his shoulder "I am

sorry! I was wrong but I was worried about you that's why…" At that moment, Liu
Ruolan choked and her eyes turned red.

